
A Net Zero “New Urbanism Village” 
at the Base of The Gordie Howe Bridge

Imagine a project changing the way we live

THE IMAGINE 
    7th generation Initiative

Powered by Carbon Credits &  Participating Eco-Green Banks



“GIVE US BACK YOUR TIRED LAND, YOUR POOR, YOUR
HUDDLED MASSES YEARNING TO BREATHE FREE OF THE ABUSIVE,
WRETCHED REFUSE OF THE OIL ECONOMY’S HISTORICAL TRAUMA
IMPACTING OUR PEOPLE& ENVIRONMENT”
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For the welfare of the whole people, look and listen to 
the ancients – who have always viewed not only the 
present –but also the coming of the seventh generation. 

For those whose faces are yet beneath the surface of the 
ground, and also the unborn of the future nation. 

Vision Statement
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The Seventh - Generation Principle
The Seventh-Generation principle is a concept that urges the current generation of humans to live and work 
for the benefit of the seventh generation into the future. It is believed to have originated with the Iroquois –
Great Law of the Iroquois – which holds appropriate to think seven generations ahead and decide whether 
the decisions they make today would benefit their descendants. It is frequently associated with the modern, 
popular concept of environmental stewardship or 'sustainability' but it is much broader in context.



“We are looking ahead, as is one of the 
first mandates given us as chiefs, to 
make sure and to make every decision 
that we make relate to the welfare and 
well-being of the seventh generation to 
come...what about the seventh 
generation? Where are you taking 
them? What will they have?”

Oren Lyons, Chief of the Onondaga Nation, writes:



GREEN Life EMERGING 
from the Darkness of 
Historical Ecological Trauma

Green Architecture
Bringing sustainability to EARTH’S living environments
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• The proposed Imagine Village is a fully 
elevated platform 30’ above grade with a New 
Urbanism Village nestled along the Detroit 
River. 

• The buildings are LEED Platinum AIA designed, 
engineered and  constructed with a net zero 
carbon footprint.

• The sustainability theme is for land 
underneath to be open  with vertical light 
shafts and the building becoming a living 
vertical forest, plus roof tops composed of 
agricultural gardens and greenhouses.
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7G AI Carbon Evaluated Buildings
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Imagine a New Urban Village honoring the past, 
present and future healing from an oil-based economy 
of wars and massive damage to the environment.
A group of individuals who have a very heavy heart for the people of Detroit asked 
us to evaluate properties for best use in their community near the new Gordie 
Howe Bridge. Our analysis discovered the location has a deep history which could 
provide many dynamic opportunities yielding exceptional returns of:

• triple net profit, 

• social equity, 

• environmental benefits, 

• historical trauma healing of people, ecology, and                                  change 
from an oil carbon-based economy to a sustainable                                           
green economy.

The proposed property’s use is based on a New 
Urbanism Model and the vision of the eloquent 
Seventh Generation of Consciousness of the 
Iroquois – a moral method so practically 
appealingly and smart the desire to participate 
seems irresistible.  

Our question is do we have the guts to 
implement “7th generation” for our children, future 
generations and our environment?

AT THE BASE OF THE NEW GORDIE HOWE BRIDGE:

Rick Handley 
CEO, Imagine 7th generation 

INITIATIVE

Dr Cynthia Greywolf  PhD, 
DNP, APRN-Rx, PMHNP-BC

University of Hawaii,
Cherokee CITIZEN 



“Here Lies”
The history of Fort Wayne and the Treaty purchase of Indigenous land for peace and ceded  for protection. 
Within two years, the Treaty was broken by the US Government.

In early autumn of 1809, 1,379 Potawatomi, Delaware, Miami, and Eel River tribal members and their allies gathered to 
witness the signing of the Treaty of Fort Wayne. On September 30, twenty-four “Sachems, Head men, and Warriors” put 
their X next to their names. William Henry Harrison, governor of the Territory of Indiana, led a U.S. delegation of 14 
representatives. The agreement called for the four tribes to cede 2.5 million acres of their lands in present-day Michigan, 
Indiana, Illinois, and Ohio in exchange for what amounted to 2 cents an acre. Within two years, Governor Harrison let an 
attack on Prophetstown, the camp of Tenskwatawa and his followers on the Tippecanoe River. The battle at Tippecanoe set 
off a new war. This is known as the Treaty that led to war.

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/blogs/national-museum-american-indian/2017/09/29/treaty-fort-
wayne-1809/



The Gordie Howe Bridge is the 
Genesis of The Imagine Initiative



The Gordie Howe Bridge
Under Construction



Why here, at the Gordie Howe Bridge 
and on Zug Island – to cure, heal and 
advance?
Because  “Here lies” one of the largest native burial 
mounds in North America destroyed by the advent 
of industrialization – signifying the end of a natural 

way of sustainable life.
Today, the oil economy’s way of life is being 

challenged by a native ancestral philosophy – an 
undeniable and eloquent consciousness as 

powerful as Einstein’s theory E=MC2.

A tool for managing Historical Trauma 
and holding the intelligence and power 
to correct the damage – promoting 
healing and a sustainable solution for 
generations to come!
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What is Historical Trauma?
The accumulative emotional and psychological pain over an individual’s lifespan and across 
generations as the result of massive group trauma, such as racial discrimination, slavery genocide 
and ecocide. Historical trauma can have varied effects on individuals and populations, including 
depression, high mortality, alcohol abuse, child abuse and domestic violence. Examples of historical 
trauma have been observed and extensively researched among Lakota and other American Indian 
populations, and Jewish Holocaust survivors and descendants (Maria Brave Heart, 2000).

Professional research psychologist have determined that healing requires reconnecting people to 
the vibrant strengths of their ancestry and culture, helping people process the grief of past traumas, 
and creating new historical narratives to promote healing and environmental improvement.

The writer has added ecocide as a massive cause of historical trauma causing oil wars, climate 
change, and mass extinction of other forms of life. The Industrial Revolution’s thirst for carbon-
based energy has  caused extensive pain and suffering of many populations in elevating weather 
intensifications and severe drought, not to mention the depravation of the planet’s ecology.     

Healing also requires education of the common threads and factors underlying historical trauma for 
all humanity – leading with good decisions derived from good information, and the moral creed of 
the Iroquois Seventh Generation Consciousness is our best decision - making philosophy.

If we don’t 
make good 
decisions, 
others may 
make them for 
us without 
consideration 
of Historical 
Trauma & 
Environmental  
Sustainability
Rick Handley



“Here Lies” The leveled woodland burial mound on Zug Island

Once an 800’ length x 400’ wide x 40’ high mound which was crushed and used as
gravel for roads and foundations for the construction of the Ford Rouge River Complex.



At the Gordie Howe Bridge, Here lies...
“Here lies the place where…”
• Mankind created the assembly line building combustion engines, at one of the largest carbon-based industrial complexes 

in the world:
• Where ecocide rendered the land unsuitable for life. Certainly, increasing human mobility, but consequently emitting 

excessive carbon and poisons into the air, water and land and massive ecological damage all within a 120-year period 
of industrialization.

• Where the automobile was developed, averaging 3-4 tons,  used to often cart a single individual around with 
multiple environmental cost. A mechanization which has led us to an oil - based economy, mass extinction of many 
forms of life, vast highways , huge material resourcing and deplorable waste outcomes

• Where the oil economy has manifested into a paradigm of which we live and rationalize as a successful reality

• Here lies , Nuclear rods were enriched for the Manhattan Project during WW2, of which resulted as a tool for incredible 
genocidal annihilation, and of which still leaks radiation into the Detroit River.

• Here lies, a historical escape route, known as the Under Ground Railroad, where 30,000  humans fled from slavery, 
lynchings and genocide – of which untold millions died in slave boats (thought to have been as high as 50% of enslaved 
died on the slave ships).

• People can learn about the significance and impact of Historical Trauma: root causes, methods for healing, and 
advancement in developing a green economy.  Healing the environment, the people and life on the planet.

Can you imagine a conscious way of life with 7th generation  measuring every year our improvement to a real green economy?



Zug Island:
A site operated as a steel plant and experienced  unprecedented Historical Trauma to the land, water and air eventually becoming
uninhabitable for sustainable life.

Zug Island is the site of the Late Woodland Era Burial Mounds 
• Approx. 19 Woodland Indian burial mounds were originally present at the mouth of the Rouge River. 

• Some mounds continue to be visited by local Native Americans and are considered sacred. 

• The largest was 800 ft by 400 ft by 40 ft high and is currently a contaminated environmental brownfield.

• The burial site was crushed and used as  gravel and sand for Ford’s Rough River Industrial Complex.   

• The Rouge River is an environmental pariah as the river burst into flames from toxic chemicals and oil. 

• The river became a major polluter to the Detroit River and Lake Erie, consequently, recognized as an ecocidal event.

• Ford Motor has since significantly cleaned up the Rough River with $50M of environmental restoration, and more to go.

As of Today, the burial grounds have yet to be restored, and the waters have not been fully cleaned up.

https://windsorstar.com/news/local-news/scientists-warn-of-urgency-in-cleaning-up-detroit-river-toxic-sediment
https://mesothelioma.net/great-lakes-steel/
https://www.yesmagazine.org/opinion/2021/10/25/detroit-indigenous-burial-mounds-brownfields
https://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/environment/2022/06/03/epa-sues-zug-island-dte-energy-subsidiary-factory-sulfur-dioxide-emissions/7497876001/

https://windsorstar.com/news/local-news/scientists-warn-of-urgency-in-cleaning-up-detroit-river-toxic-sediment
https://mesothelioma.net/great-lakes-steel/
https://www.yesmagazine.org/opinion/2021/10/25/detroit-indigenous-burial-mounds-brownfields
https://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/environment/2022/06/03/epa-sues-zug-island-dte-energy-subsidiary-factory-sulfur-dioxide-emissions/7497876001/


“Here Lies” Ford Motor River Rouge Complex
On this site, Henry Ford built a 4-square mile automobile industrial complex 
without environmental considerations. Hence, the pollution of lead, methyl 
ethyl, PCB’s, arsenic, cyanide and heavy metals ran down the Detroit River to 
Lake Erie of the Great Lakes. This contributed to an ecocide of many species 
– a tipping point where the Lake was rendered dead at one time.



“Here Lies” The History of the Under Ground Railroad … all roads lead to Detroit

Enslaved people suffered for 400 years. 30,000 found their way to freedom in crossing the 
short distance of the Detroit River to Canada. This passage was known as the Underground 
Railroad, supported by highly ethical people who refused to accept slavery. 









The Real Cost of Historical Trauma
• Historical trauma has always been the next page to generational trauma – which repeats and leads to war. The Civil War, 

WWI, WW2 (Holocaust), every other war – including terrorism – repeats itself  over and over again. The cost of conflict to 
the planet and human lives is unfathomable and incapable of being fully understood or even rationalized.

• Civil Rights and Hate Crime Laws are certainly meant to curb the genocidal tendencies of mankind but unfortunately, there 
has not been enough preventative education to curb the abuse cycle.

• Narcissistic behavior, personality disorders, and criminal behavior are defined often as “owing” to Historical Trauma –
identified as caused by parental abuse during the child’s early development. The cost of preventative education and 
treatments are minimal when compared to the cost of long term affects manifesting into Historical Trauma, possibly 
leading to next generation annihilation of lives and destruction of environment. 

• Child abuse, domestic abuse, alcohol and drug abuse, racism, sexual slavery and political polarization are often the 
unintended consequence of Historical Trauma.

• The preventative educational tools to manage Historical Trauma are very challenging to employ on a macro level because 
of  the multitude of races, cultures, religions, social economic factors, education and personal interest all create differing 
realities. However, the differing lenses of reality align when pain and suffering of a war or incarceration for a crime often
always exceeds the cost of a good dose of preventative education.  

• In many minds the best solution lies in the eloquent vision of the Iroquois Seventh Generation Consciencness and a need 
for a paradigm shift of our way of life of which everyone can understand and live by.

• This will require extraordinary tools of intelligence and wise people to make good decisions derived from good 
information.



“Here Lies”
The 
opportunity of 
The Imagine 
7th generation

Initiative in 
your life



Zero-Sum Sustainable Village of Healing and 
Economic Change
The Imagine Initiative is a place

• To learn about Historical Trauma and to heal by understanding the root causes and 
affects of mankind’s traits to competitively spread their genetic pool to dominate 
and abuse others, as well as abuse the environment. 

• To identify and heal from manifestations of abusive trauma – sexual, alcohol, drugs, 
child abuse, personality disorders, post traumatic stress, suicide, homicide, racism, 
war, genocide and ecocide.

• To learn how to share the same environment with others – breaking the cycle of 
Historical Trauma – laying the foundation for heathy, sustainable environment for 
future generations.

Imagine...
we can 
survive 
ourselves!
The Imagine Initiative 
Village embodies The 
Seventh Generation 
Consciousness – a 
resilient positive 
message – and will be 
the right place to end a 
short-term way of life 
within.

The Imagine Initiative Mission Statement



The 
Turnaround is 
Emerging
Ford Motor is listening and committing to the 
new paradigm of long -term sustainability. It 
has revitalized the former Detroit Train Station 
– the new home of Ford Headquarters future 
mobility hub– the beginning of the Electric 
Vehicle revolution.



Blue Oval City

FORD Motor is leading  
America's shift to electric 
vehicles with its ”Blue Oval” 
Mega Plant in Tennessee 
and Twin Battery Plants in 
Kentucky are a testament 
of Ford’s commitment.



Area Map 



“

                 Imagine 7th generation Village” 

  Preliminary Land Use Proposal & Estimated Budget
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1.  Village Promenade – 50 Stores/30 Restaurants (1.25B)

2. Central Monorail Station – 7 Floors Underground Railroad and Stations (450M)

3. Sun Casino  - 7 Floors (480M)  

4. Multistory Parking  - 7 Floors (900M)

5. Professional Soccer Stadium (860M)

6. Marina  & Restaurants (125M)

7. Sky Music & Theater Venue – 4 Floors (600M)

8.  Earth Hotel – 7 Floors (1.2B)

9. Ocean Water Park & Hotel – 7 Floors (1.2B)

10. Fort Wayne – 30 Buildings: Veterans Resource Group, Historical Trauma and 

      PTSD Treatment, Eco-Green Bank and Carbon Underwriting Lab (375M)

      Fort Wayne – Institute of The Imagine 7th generation  Initiative (140M)

11. The Imagine Initiative Museum of Historical Trauma, Cure & Healing (140 M)

12. Woodland Burial Mound – 7th Generation Consciensness (5M)

13. The Imagine Initiative Sustainability Energy Lab (350M)

14. 6,000  Residential Homes and Infrastructure  – not shown on map (2.4B)

15. New Schools – not shown on map (1.1B) 

Total Estimated Cost 11.575 Billion

  







What is not mapped is approximately 6,000 +/- 
Floating homes above re-forested landscape throughout Detroit.

Parking will be underground, and homes will have elevator access.
Designs and sizes will vary in this affordable home community. 



Venues at
Fort Wayne

Hologram Faces of the Ancients, Venue #1

Museum of Indigenous Historical Trauma, Genocide & Freedom:    A talking story of the 
consciousness of being the “Great Protectors of Nature and Earth” and “Defending the 
Indigenous right to Nature”
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Venue #1
American Native Genocide, Wars and Abduction of Children Placed in Indian Schools

Venue #2
Museum of Afro American Slavery, Genocide & Under Ground Railroad to Freedom

Venue #3
Jewish Slavery & Genocide Committed by the Nazi’s

Venue #4
43 Other Genocides from the Christian Crusades to 6 Recorded Genocides since 2,000

Venue #5
Historical Trauma Institute for Healing Solutions

Venue #6
Veteran’s Institute for PTSD Healing

Venue #7
The The Imagine Initiative Pavilion of the Historial Trauma of Ecocide & Ecological Technology

Venue #8
Free Green Trade Zone, Green Bank (Green Dollar & Carbon Dollar), and Environmental 
Economics



Lazers pointing to the Nineteen (19) 
American Native Burial Mounds and 
Outlining the Woodlands Sacred Grounds
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Artificial Intelligence Use 
for Historical Trauma Solutions

Shifting the oil economy paradigm will require extraordinary tools of intelligence such as AI to provide good information, at the lowest 
possible cost, for intelligent people to make good decisions for Historical Trauma preventative education and risk management of natural 
resources.

Carbon Underwriting Lab
AI will be used as the primary tool for a “Carbon Underwriting Lab” (CUL) to certify potential 7th generation outcomes of specific products and 
services by providing current data of available resources, consumption rates, carbon counts, chemical content, reuse values and disposal 
content.  AI can provide statistical and generational long-term analysis of multiple outcomes.  This will be able to predict measurable resource 
depletions and/or better use of a given resource. AI will be able to weigh in legally, medically, and scientifically for best use of materials 
pursuant to risk management and future planning. The goal of harnessing advanced AI and human intelligence to align the future road map for 
measurable sustainability. This will be crucial for survival in an over- crowded world.  Carbon Counts to produce and/or service goods will be 
labeled on all products used for the Imagin7th generation project. Hopefully, CUL will become a standard with the intent to manage future 
resource consumption and discharge rates throughout the planet.  AI can also identify reductions accomplished on an annual basis and assist 
in mitigating and/or reducing the carbon footprint of a future product or service.

Checks & Balances
AI will identify incidence of false claims and conspiracies, such as when seven top CEOs in the cigarette industry testified under oath to 
Congress (1994) that nicotine was not addictive and not a major health risk. During 1990, 418,690 U.S. deaths (approximately 20% of all 
deaths) were attributed to smoking. Two years later, the CEOs were all under federal investigation for lying under oath to Congress. 



Virtual Eco-Green Bank, Green Digital Currency, and a
Free Trade Zone for Carbon Credit (CC) Exchanges

Alongside the Carbon Underwriting Lab (CUL), The Imagine 7th  Generation Initiative will work with established Non-
Profit  Eco-Green Banks, to transact Carbon Credits either the United Nations and/or Voluntarily Certified. This part 
of the project is already established with Sovereign Native Tribes currently trading Carbon Credits in the $40.00 to 
$80.00 range. All CC types: Blue (water), Forest Restoration, Renewables, and Sustainability and Continual 
Environmental Protection CC’s will flourish and become a world leader in a new green revolution and source of 
high-quality green jobs.     

A New Digitized Green Dollar USD backed by US CC’s will be able to be leveraged up to 100% financing scenarios  on 
the front end of a deals, instead of a backend tax credit. This is a strategy to trade Carbon Credits in a conversion to 
Green Dollars for securitizations and/or downpayments on projects. 

By Law Carbon Credits can be used only once, however,  a generation of new Carbon Credits occurs as the result of 
the completion of a second- generation project’s newly certified CCs. All resulting from a project securitizing  
leveraged unused Carbon Credits from other completed projects. Several leveraged scenarios will be able to play 
out with  C-PACE Loans, Green Bonds and many other securities. Additionally, Green Dollars can be traded for 
Carbon Dollars in current markets.  In time, the Digital Green Dollar will become more recognized as an everyday 
currency as we shift the paradigm to a Green Market Economy.

The Imagine 
Initiative:
Kick Starting 
Detroit’s New
Green Revolution
with Millions of 
High Paying Jobs
for Michigan, 
Similar Boom to 
WW2 armament.



The foundation and real value of a Green Digital Currency is  indirectly related to the Carbon Credits being 
accepted and indirectly backed by the United States Government. A backing based on preserving and/or 
transforming damaged air, water, and land to a healthy, clean sovereign assets of the United States. The 
United Nations Carbon Platform (UNFCC) along with a few other third - party accreditations can certify  
Carbon Credits under strict guidelines and subsequently, the trading of lawful Carbon Credits  for Digital 
Green Currency is recognized by the United States. 

The electronic recording of data from a transaction on a Digital Green Dollar can serve many extraordinary 
values in recording the transactional details of the certified CC, plus other block chain information.

The Green Dollar can also serve in a highly-valued purposes in functioning as “Green Paper Equity” and a 
green source of liquidity and profits. The Seventh Generation Consciousness in its beautiful, poetic, and 
eloquent vision of  a new way of advanced critical thinking to the 7th generation decision-making can 
philosophically shape our new paradigm of a desperately needed robust Green Economy within the 
United States and other Nations around the World.  A vision backed by Green Dollar Carbon Credits 
leveraged like Black Carbon Dollar is critical in advancing the new Green Economy. A vision is to have 
financial markets recognizes the Green Dollar as a pegged currency based on the growth of green energy 
and carbon reduction conversions. 

In 1971, President Richard Nixon decided to suspend the US dollar’s convertibility to gold and sliver, 
resulting in the creation of a national fiat currencies which was quickly pegged as a carbon dollar globally 
for exchange oil commodities. The current US Dollar is a carbon USD pegged on the values of carbon 
energy required to produce goods and services of all nations.

Perpetuating a dynamic Green Dollar Economy  (backed by United States Carbon Credits) will require 
buying behaviors to be influenced  with the knowledge of the carbon footprints of products and services 
to make  smart environmental choices in purchasing products and services. Thus, educating the values of 
a products and/or services improvements in carbon reductions will result in substantial improved and 
sustainable economy.

The Imagine 
Initiative:
Moving the 
Paradigm in 
Shifting the 
Current Carbon 
Dollar to a Green 
Economy with a 
Green Dollar



Initiating the new Green Dollar Economy with require a Green Digitized Currency for data creation of 
CCs backed by United States Carbon Credits from significant assets. A green currency will incentivize 
the monetization of carbon credits on wholesale trading platforms and creation of millions of jobs in 
every related industry.

Basically, the retooling of America and the rest of the world to sustainability and beyond.

Rolling back carbon-based products such as plastics, chemicals, steel, and fossil fuels creates a new 
economy developed solely with green sustainable technology such as extensive urban farming, 
green built structures, Electric Vehicles and 3D green printed products. Imagine a community were 
everything is made of organic materials and through new organic technology such as a hemp car 
(already done), printed hemp concrete houses (done ), organic developed furniture (done) and 
practices of living in zero-sum carbon footprint (done). This is attainable with our current 
technologies.

Just Imagine the future capabilities of 7th generation philosophy going forward and advancing 
critical thinking to the next 7 generations, pushing mankind to the 14th generation and beyond.

Now that would be a legacy!!!

The Imagine 
Initiative:
Promoting 
Intelligent
Long-Term 
Critical Thinking

THE IMAGINE 
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The Imagine 
Initiative lies at 
our feet.

Nasdaq 
Launches New 
Technology for 
Carbon Credit

Block Chain 
Technology 

Expected to Be a 
Three Trillion 

Market in 10 yrs. 

• Nasdaq Launches New Technology to Scale Global Carbon Markets

• PUBLISHED

• NOV 29, 2023, 1:00AM EST

• Technology Securely Digitizes the Issuance, Settlement, and Custody of Carbon Credits

• Service Uses Smart Contract Language, Deployed via Private Centralized Database or 
Private, Blockchain Technology for Enterprises

• Puro.earth to Register Carbon Removal Credits Using the Technology

• NEW YORK, Nov. 29, 2023 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Nasdaq (Nasdaq: NDAQ) today 
announced the launch of a pioneering new technology that securely digitizes the issuance, 
settlement, and custody of carbon credits. It will be provided to market infrastructures, 
registry platforms, and other service providers globally.

• The service will ultimately support the development and institutionalization of global 
carbon markets. Despite being a relatively young market, the carbon credit operating 
model is characterized by bilateral trading and a heavy reliance on manual interaction, 
providing limited ability to scale as the market develops. This inflexibility has also led to an 
absence of standardization – where credit data can be categorized and integrated into 
existing systems – which is a major barrier to attracting significant capital flows.
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Deal Structure and
Monetization Milestones

1. City of Detroit Emanate Domains the Delray Properties as 
illustrated in the proposed use plan for the development of 
the Imagine Village Initiative

2, Carbon Tax Credits will be monetized and leveraged by an 
Eco-Green Bank to fund the Eminent Domain transactions.

3. Current landowners will have first right to lease back the 
property that has been Emanate Domained, after the 
proposed development plan has been legally finalized, and 
providing the property is free from  infrastructure boundary 
changes, roads, utilities and newly intended special uses.

4. The City of Detroit will return the lands in their 
current damaged state to the Potawatomi, Delaware, 
Miami, Eel River  and Tenskwatawa, the predecessors, 
and all other Tribal Nations who wish to participate in 
ownership. Previous landowners will be responsible 
for land remediation.

5. The proposed agreement is conditional upon the 
land being leased back with a 99- year term at market 
rates for the intended purpose of developing the 
proposed  Imagine 7thgeneration Village. 



A message from the founders

The underlying basis of our proposed project stems from a need for a place to educate and heal from 
Historical Trauma. We would like to educate on the causes of abuse as generated from genetic struggles of 
competition. The understanding that all living life on earth, lives in a genetic pool of many, with 
chromosomal traits of competition, gene expansion, abuse, domination, genocide and even more damaging 
ecocide –  as the root of Historical Trauma.  As raw as this may sound, human-kind seems to be holding a 
feeding spoon which is continually consuming and draining the environmental soup bowl of life, resources, 
people, and all living things.

Hopefully, this will help clear your perspective going forward to be a critical observer of information and 
data, not a rationalizer of profit and greed.  We need many intelligent minds and good decisions to plan and 
execute this project. We hope you have the fortitude to understand the past, current and imagine the future.  

We think you will see there is an undeniable common thread among all of us – the agreement and desire for 
a heathy planet for our children to survive and thrive for future generations to come.

We look forward to hearing your thoughts of  this proposal. Thank you.

Written by:  Rick Handley  |  CEO  |   The Imagine 7th generation Initiative  

Consulted by:  Cynthia Greywolf  |   Cherokee Citizen   |   PhD, DNP, APRN-Rx, PMHNP-BC  |  University of 
Hawaii  |   Scientist of Historical Trauma
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